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Abstract. In this paper, the concept of preconvexlike functions is introduced. Then, under the 
convexity, the vector optimization problem in Hausdorff topological vector spaces is studied. A 
theorem of the alternative is established. By use of the theorem of the alternative, a necessary 
optimality condition for vector optimization problems in infinite-dimensional linear spaces are 
obtained. 

Introduction 
Optimality conditions are a key topic in optimization: they are useful not only for identifying 

solutions of the problem, but they are also crucial in designing numerical methods for 
approximating the solutions. It is well known that theorems of alternative are very useful for 
optimality conditions in optimization problems (see [1]–[16]). Giannessi ([6]-[7]) stressed the 
concept of image of constrained extremum problems, which has turned out to be a powerful tool for 
investigating optimality conditions in optimization. 

On the other hand, convexity and generalized convexity are playing some central roles in 
optimization. Fan [5] introduced the concept of convexlike condition that was of interest for 
extensions of the von Neumann minimax theorem. Later, Jeyakumar ([10]-[12]) presented the 
concept of subconvexlike function, which generalized Fan’s convexlikeness. Recently, theorems of 
the alternative were generally employed to derive many result in optimization for convexlike or 
subconvexlike functions ([1], [3], [6]-[9],[10]-[14]). Among these, Gwinner and Oettli ([9]) studied 
functions defined in arbitrary nonempty sets; Jeyakumar ([10]-[11]) and Giannessi (Ref. [6]) 
considered the situations of Banach spaces, normed spaces, or finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces; 
Jeyakumar ([12]) and Li ([13]) attained some theorems of the alternative for subconvexlike 
functions and optimality conditions for vector optimization problems in locally convex Hausdorff 
vector topological spaces. 

In this paper, first we introduce the concept of preconvexlike functions. Then, a theorem of the 
alternative for preconvexlike functions in Hausdorff topological vector spaces is established. By use 
of the theorem of the alternative, we obtain a necessary optimality condition for vector optimization 
problems in Hausdorff topological vector spaces.  

Definitions and Lemmas 
Let X  be a real topological vector space, let *Y  be the topology dual of X .  A subset K  

of X  is said to be a convex cone if 
0,,,, 2121 ≥∀∈∀∈+ βαβα KxxKxx . 

A positive cone is a convex cone with apex at the origin. 
A real topological vector space X  with a convex cone is said to be an ordered topological 

vector space. The partial order on X is defined by 21 xx K≤ , iff Kxx ∈− 12 , 2int1 xx K≤ , iff 
Kxx int12 ∈− , where Kint is the topological interior of K . 

Setting *K = },0,:*{ KxxX ∈∀≥〉〈∈ xx , *K  is said to be the dual cone of the positive cone 
K  . 
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Lemma 2.1. ([4]) Let X be a Housdorff topological vector space. If }\{* OK∈x  and 
Kx int0 ∈ , then 0, 0 >〉〈 xx . 

Let X  be a real topological vector space, let Y  be an ordered topological vector space with a 
positive cone 1K . A function YXf →: is said to be 1K -convex on X  iff, 

,, 21 Xxx ∈∀ )1,0(∈∀α , 12121 ))1(()()1()( Kxxfxfxf ∈−+−−+ αααα . 
Definition 2.1. ([5]) Let X  be a real topological vector space, let Y  be an ordered topological 

vector space with a positive cone 1K . A function YXf →:  is said to be 1K -convexlike on X  
iff, ,, 21 Xxx ∈∀ )1,0(∈∀α , Xx ∈∃ 3  such that 

1321 )()()1()( Kxfxfxf ∈−−+ αα . 
Definition 2.2. ([10]) Let X be a real topological vector space, letY be an ordered topological 

vector space with a positive cone 1K , and E  a nonempty subset of Y . A function YXf →:  is 
said to be ),( 1 EK -subconvexlike on X  iff ∃  a bounded E -valued function YXu →: , for 

,, 21 Xxx ∈∀ )1,0(∈∀α , Xx ∈∃ 3  such that 

1321 )()()1()( Kxfxfxfu ∈−−++ ααε  . 
In particular, if YE = , then f  is said to be 1K -subconvexlike on X . 
In this paper, we introduce the definition of preconvexlikeness as follows. 
Definition 2.3. Let X be a real topological vector space, letY be an ordered topological vector 

space with a positive cone 1K . A function YXf →:  is said to be 1K -preconvexlike on X  iff, 
,, 21 Xxx ∈∀ )1,0(∈∀α , Xx ∈∃ 3  and 0>∃τ , such that 

1321 )()()1()( Kxfxfxf ∈−−+ ταα  . 
We will establish a theorem of the alternative in the following. 
Let X  be a real topological vector space, let WZY ,, be Hausdorff topological vector spaces 

with respectively positive cones 321 ,, KKK , which are supposed to have nonempty interiors (say) 

321 int,int,int KKK  
Definition 2.4. ([14]). Let YXF →: , YM ⊂ . For each neighborhood R of the origin O  of 

Y , if there exists a neighborhood U  of the origin of X  such that, 
)()'( FDUxx ∩+∈∀ , MRxFxF ++∈ ))'(()( , then F  is said to be M -continuous at 'x , where 

)(FD denotes the domain of F .  
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the functions YXF →: , ZXG →: and WXH →:  satisfy the 

conditions (a) ),,( HGFf =  is }){},{( 21 OZYOKK ×××× -preconvex -likeon X ; (b) the Slater 
condition(SC1): 

}:))(),(),(,{(:)()',',','( XxxHxGxFxfGrwzyx ∈=∈ such that 0'
1int Kz <  and 0'=w ; 

(c) the continuity condition: F  is )( 1K− -continuous at 'x  and G  is )( 2K− - 
continuous at 'x ; (d) the inner point condition: for all neighborhoods R of the origin of Y , for 

all neighborhoods S  of the origin of Z , there exists a neighborhood T of the origin of W  such 
that )(UHT ⊂ , where 

}int)'()(,)'()(:{ 21 KSxGxGKRxFxFXxU −+∈−+∈∈= . 
Then, one and only one of the systems (S1) and (S2) has solutions: 
(S1) Xx ∈∃ 0  such that OxF K1int0 )( < , OxG K2

)( 0 ≤ , and OxH =)( 0  . 
(S2) *}*}\{*{),,( 21 WKOK ××∈∃ ζηx  
such that 

0)(,)(,)(, ≥〉〈+〉〈+〉〈 xHxGxF ζηx , Xx∈∀ . 
Proof. If x  and ),,( ζηx are the solutions of the systems of (S1) and (S2) respectively, then by 

Lemma 2.1, 
0)(,)(,)(,)(,0 <〉〈≤〉〈+〉〈+〉〈≤ xFxHxGxF xζηx . 
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This is a contradiction. Therefore, (S1) and (S2) exclude each other. 
We suppose now that (S1) is impossible; we aim to show that (S2) holds. Let 
 0

)(
>

+=
t

PtBC ,where }:))(),(),({( XxxHxGxFB ∈=  and }}{{int 21 OKKP ××= ,  O  is the 
origin of W . At first, It can be easily proved that C  is convex. 

Now, we are going to show that ∅≠Cint . From the Slater condition (SC1), Xx ∈∃~  such that 
OxG K2int)'( < , OxH =)'( . Therefore, ∃ a neighborhood S  of the origin O  of Z  such that  

                  2int)'( KSxG ⊂+− .                            (1) 
On the other hand, if we take 1int Ky∈  such that 1int)'( KxFy ∈− , then ∃ a neighborhood 

R  of the origin O  of Y  such that ( R + R is also a neighborhood of the origin of Y ) 
                        1int)'( KRxFy ∈+− .                         (2) 
Let T  be the same as in condition (d). Then, we can prove that 

CTSRy ⊂××+ )( . 
In fact, TSRywzy ××+∈∀ )(),,( , from (d), Ux∈∃  such that )(xHw = , where U  is the 

same as in condition (d). By (c), there exists 11, zy such that 
          11 )'()( KRxFxFy −−∈= , 21 )'()( KSxGxGz −−∈= .            (3) 
Therefore, combining (2) and (3), we have 

))'(()( 11 KRxFRyyy −−−+∈− 1)'( KRRxFy −++−⊂ 111 intint KKK =+⊂ . 
Similarly, by (1) and (3), we have 21 int Kzz ∈− . Hence, 

COKKBOzzyywzywzy ⊂××+⊂−−+= }{intint),,(),,(),,( 211111 . 
Therefore, CTSRy ⊂××+ )(  and so ∅≠Cint . 
Finally, since (S1) has no solution, we have CO∉ . Otherwise, if CO∈ , then Xx ∈∃ 0  such 

that 
OOzvxHxGxFt =+ ),ˆ,ˆ())(),(),(( 000 , 

for some positive number 0>t , where 1ˆ,intˆ KzKy ∈∈ . Then, we would have 

OxHOz
t

xGOy
t

xF KK =<−=<−= )(,ˆ1)(,ˆ1)( 00int0 21
, 

which implies that 0x  is a solution of (i), contradicting the assumption. Therefore,C  is convex, 
∅≠Cint , and CO∉ . 

By the separation theorem of convex sets of a topological vector space, 
***)*(),,( WZYWZY ××⊂××∈=∃ ζηxµ  such that 

             0),,(,))(),(),((, ≥〉〈+〉〈 OzyxHxGxFt µµ ,                   (4) 
for 0},{int),,(, 21 >∀××=∈∀∈∀ tOKKPOzyXx . From (4), we see that  

*** 21 WKK ××∈µ  . 
Again, from (4), for any given }{int),,( 21 OKKPOOy ××=∈ and for a sequence }{ ns  of 

positive numbers with )(0 ∞→→ nsn , we have 
0),,(,))(),(),((, ≥〉〈+〉〈 OOysxHxGxF nµµ , Xx∈∀ . 

Letting ∞→n , we have 
0)(,)(,)(, ≥〉〈+〉〈+〉〈 xHxGxF ζηx , Xx∈∀ . 

On the other hand, if O=x , then 
0)(,)(, ≥〉〈+〉〈 xHxG ζη , Xx∈∀ , 

from which we deduce that 
0)~(,)~(,)~(,0 <〉〈=〉〈+〉〈≤ xGxHxG ηζη , 

since by the Slater condition (SC1), *,int)~( KKxG ∈∈ η . This is a contradiction. Therefore, 
O≠x . So, we have proved that, if (S1) has no solution, then (S2) has a solution.  
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Vector Optimization Problems 
In this section, we discuss vector optimization problems. Our preconvexlikeness and theorems of 

the alternative will be used. We consider the program 
(VP)                  min )(xf , s.t. 0)(,)( 2 =∈− xhKxg , 
where YXf →: , ZXg →: , WXh →: .  
Definition 3.1. Xx ∈0  is said to be a weakly efficient solution of (VPI) if Dx∈∃/  such that 

)()( 01
xfxf K≤ , where })(,)(:{

2
OxhOxgXxD K =≤∈= . 

Definition 3.2. Let YX , be Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and let YX →:ϕ . Let 
Xx∈ and Xx∈ be a nonzero vector. The Hadamard directional derivative of ϕ at x  along the 

vector x , denoted by )(' xxϕ , is given by the following limit if it 
exists: txtuxx

xu
t

x /))()((lim)('
0

ϕϕϕ −+=
→
→ +

. We say that ϕ  is Hadamard directional differentiable if 

)(' xxϕ  exists for any Xx∈ . 
Definition 3.3. Let S  be a nonempty set in X , and let clSx∈ . The cone of tangents of S  at 

x , denoted by T , is the set of all directions d  such that ),(lim xxd kkk
−=

∞→
l  where 0>kl , 

Sxk ∈  for each k , and xxk → . 
Theorems 3.1. Let S  be a nonempty set in X , and let Sx∈ . Furthermore, suppose that 

YXf →:  is Hadamard directional differentiable at x . If x  is  a weakly efficient solution of the 
problem to minimize )(xf  subject to Sx∈ , then ∅=∩TF0 , where 

})(':{
1int0 OxfXxF Kx <∈=  and T  is the cone of tangents of S  at x . 

Proof. Suppose that ∅≠∩TF0 . Let TFx ∩∈ 0' .  From Tx∈' , we have ),(lim' xxx kkk
−=

∞→
l  

where 0>kl , Sxk ∈ for each k , and xxk → . Set ),( xxu kkk −= l  then kkk utxx +=  where 
,',0/1 xut kkk →→= l Sxk ∈ .  

Since YXf →:  is differentiable at x , by definition of differentiable,  

kkk

xu
t

x txfutxfxf
k

k

/))()((lim)'('
'

0
−+=

→
→ +

. 

From 0' Fx∈ , we have that 1int)'(' Kxf x −∈ . There exists k  such that 

1int/))()(( Ktxfutxf kkk −∈−+ . Thus, 1int)()( Kxfxf k −∈− . This contradicts that x  is a 
weakly efficient solution of (VP). Therefore, ∅=∩TF0 .  

Theorem 3.2. Let X be Hausdorff topological vector space and let WZY ,, be Hausdorff 
topological vector spaces with respectively positive cones 21,, KKK , which are supposed to have 
nonempty interiors (say) 21 int,int,int KKK , and YXf →: , ZXg →: , WXh →: . Let Dx∈ be 
a weakly efficient solution of (VP), where })(,)(:{

2
OxhOxgXxD K =≤∈= . Suppose that hgf ,,  

are Hadamard directional differentiable at x . Suppose that the constraint qualification 
0' HGT ∩⊃  holds true, where T  is the cone of tangents of D  at x , and 

)}()(':{'
2

xgxgxG Kx −≤= , })(':{0 OxhxH x == . Furthermore, assume that the functions 

xxx hgf ',','  satisfy the conditions: (a) ϕ  is },{( 21 OKK ××  }){OZY ×× -preconvexlike  on X , 
where ))('),()('),('()( xhxgxgxfx xxx +=ϕ ; 

(b) the Slater condition (SC2): }:))('),('),(',{()',',','( Dxxhxgxfxwzyx xxx ∈∈ such 
that )('

2int xgz K −< and 0'=w ; (c) the continuity condition: )(' xf x is )( 1K− -continuous at 'x  and 
)()(' xgxg x +  is )( 2K− -continuous at 'x ; (d) the inner point condition: for all neighborhoods R  

of the origin of Y , for all neighborhoods S of the origin of Z ,∃ a neighborhood T of the origin of 
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W such that )(UHT ⊂ , where 
}int)'(')(',)'(')(':{ 21 KSxgxgKRxfxfXxU xxxx −+∈−+∈∈= . 

Then, there exists *}*}\{*{),,( 21 WKOK ××∈ζηx such that 
0)(',)(',)(', ≥〉〈+〉〈+〉〈 xhxgxf xxx ζηx ( Xx∈∀ ) and 0)(, =〉〈 xgη . 

Proof.  Since Dx∈ is a weakly efficient solution of (VP)，  by Theorem 3.1, we get 
∅=∩TF0 . By the supposition, we have ∅=∩∩ 00 ' HGF , that is, the system 

Oxf Kx 1int)(' < , Oxgxg Kx 2
)()(' ≤+ , and Oxh x =)('  has no solution. According to the assumption, 

we have that )('),()('),(' xhxgxgxf xxx +  satisfy the conditions (a)-(d) in Theorem 2.1. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2.1, there exists *}*}\{*{),,( 21 WKOK ××∈ζηx such that 

            0)(',)()(',)(', ≥〉〈+〉+〈+〉〈 xhxgxgxf xxx ζηx , Xx∈∀ .     (1) 
Taking Ox = in the above formula, we get 0)(, ≥〉〈 xgη . On the other hand, from *2K∈η  and 

Oxg K2
)( ≤ , we get 0)(, ≤〉〈 xgη . So,       

                      0)(, =〉〈 xgη .                             (2) 
Therefore, combining (1) and (2), we have  

0)(',)(',)(', ≥〉〈+〉〈+〉〈 xhxgxf xxx ζηx ( Xx∈∀ ) and 0)(, =〉〈 xgη . 
This completes the proof.  

Summary 
A preconvexlike function is obviously a presubconvexlike function. However, after we have the 

concept of preconvexlikeness, this sequence of convexity or generalized convexity (convex, 
convexlike, subconvexlike, preconvexlike, and presubconvexlike) is more interesting. Sometimes, 
however, preconvexlikeness is better than presubconvexlikeness in some sense. But if we change 
preconvexlikeness to presubconvexlikeness, then we have to change “Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces” to “locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces” and then, of course, we have to 
change the proofs. 

On the other hand, any real-valued function is a preconvexlike function. And we have defined a 
nonnegative or nonpositive function that is valued in a topological vector space by means of a 
positive cone. Moreover, any nonnegative or nonpositive function is preconvexlike. These are some 
advantages of preconvexlike functions. 
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